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NightlyPaveraged$ temperature$ profiles$ were$measured$ for$ some$ twenty$ nights$ during$ the$























Once$operational,$ the$ largePaperture$Rayleigh$ lidar$was$used$ to$ conduct$a$month$ long$data$
campaign$centered$around$the$annual$temperature$minimum$in$the$mesopause$region$80P100$
km.$Twenty$nights$of$data$were$collected$between$midPJune$to$midPJuly.$$
The$ traditional$ Rayleigh$ lidar$ temperature$ algorithm2$ used$ by$ the$ALO$Rayleigh$ group1$was$
used$to$reduce$the$lidar$signal$into$nightlyPaveraged$temperature$profiles.$This$algorithm$uses$
the$ lidar$ signal$ equation$ to$ find$ the$ relative$ density$ profiles$ and$ then$ assumes$ hydrostatic$
equilibrium$and$the$ideal$gas$law$to$derive$an$integral$to$find$temperatures,$
$ $ $ $ $ $$
$ $ $ $ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$.$
This$temperature$algorithm$allows$us$to$take$relative$densities,$given$by$the$lidar$signal,$and$
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the new large-aperture Rayleigh 
lidar system at ALO, as of Summer 2012. 
Figure 2. Nightly-averaged temperature profile for the night  
of June 16, 2012. With an upper altitude limit of 109 km, this 
profile has the most extensive altitude range of the Summer 
2012 nights. 
Figure 3. Nightly-averaged temperature profiles for the consecutive nights between June 21-24, 2012. 
The night-to-night variability of the temperature profile structure in this atmospheric region can be 
clearly seen throughout these four nights. 
Figure 4. On the night of June 26, 2012, evidence of 
wave structures were found in the hourly averaged 
temperature profiles. Colored lines suggest a dominant 
monochomatic wave. 
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